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&lt;p&gt;How to play? Use the ARROW keys and the Z key to play.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Today dear kids we are waiting for you &#128077;  with the brand new on

line Harry Potter Sorceres Stone game for kids that you can try starting from to

day right &#128077;  here on our website.You can see that we are bringing for yo

u dear kids a very special challenge, in which &#128077;  you have to make sure 

that you can help Harry Potter to finish this new challenge by finding the sorce

rers &#128077;  stone and finish the adventure as fast as possible.You dear kids

 can see that the entire adventure will take place &#128077;  inside the Hogward

s castle, where Harry and all the other wizzards are living and start to learn a

ll about magic, &#128077;  so you have to be very careful.This is going to be a 

new adventure game, in which you will have &#128077;  to make sure that in the s

hortest time, you can help Harry Potter to go through the entire castle and &#12

8077;  search for the sorcerers stone in different rooms and dorms.For you to mo

ve through Hogwards, you have to use the &#128077;  ARROW keys to move your Harr

y Potter avatar, and the Z key to perform different actions and interract with d

ifferent &#128077;  objects inside the rooms. Have fun!&lt;/p&gt;
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